Mineralogy Boot Camp Session #5
Physical Properties of Minerals: Part 3
Our third installment of some physical properties useful for mineral identification describes
habit, cleavage, magnetic attraction, and reaction to dilute acid. Color, streak, hardness, and
specific gravity were discussed in previous Boot Camp sessions. The combination of all these
identification tools gives the mineral enthusiast the means to successfully identify most of the
common minerals encountered.

Habit
The term habit refers to the common and characteristic external shape(s) assumed by a mineral.
It is often the first impression of the shape when viewed. The habit is a function of both the
atomic (crystalline) structure of the mineral and the environment in which the mineral was
growing. Because there are so many habits that minerals can have, most mineralogy handbooks
will give numerous example diagrams of mineral habits to help illustrate the concept. When a
crystal is free to grow in all directions without being crowded by other crystals, it often shows its
true or ideal geometric shape. Common examples of these are the six-sided (hexagonal)
configuration of quartz, octahedrons of magnetite, and cubes of fluorite (See Figure 1).
Aggregates of crystals will often exhibit different habits, depending on space available and other
parameters. Common descriptive terms used for habit are bladed (looks like the blade of a
knife), acicular (needle-like), botryoidal (like a bunch of grapes), dendritic (plant- or leaf-like
appearance), fibrous (like threads or fibers), foliated (sheet-like), and when all else fails, even
massive (no definite shape). A complete list of habits would include dozens of descriptive terms.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show some typical habits of minerals.

Figure 1. Examples of crystal shapes when individual minerals are able to grow unimpeded by
adjacent crystals. Left side shows two quartz crystals developed into the characteristic
hexagonal habit (each crystal is 1.4 inches long). A cube of fluorite is shown in upper center.
Calcite on far right can form a scalenohedron (informally called “dog tooth”). Lower center
shows two octahedrons of magnetite.

Figure 2. Acicular crystals of crocoite from the Adelaide Mine, Tasmania, Australia. Photo long
axis field of view is 0.8 inches.

Figure 3. Halotrichite (from Patagonia, Arizona) is an example of fibrous habit. Longest fibers
in center of photo are 0.9 inches long.

Figure 4. Upper left shows dendritic habit of pyrolusite grown onto rhyolite (long axis of this
specimen is 6.5 inches). Upper right is gypsum with a bladed habit. Lower center is botryoidal
lepidolite.

User notes:
Most minerals have some characteristic habits that are easily recognized and useful to know,
because they allow for fairly rapid identification of the specific mineral when combined with
other recognizable physical properties. Mineralogy handbooks will describe the common
habit(s) for minerals, and can be a useful reference. Unfortunately, few minerals have so
consistent habits that one can identify them based solely on that (hence the ongoing theme to
these sessions: use multiple physical properties to obtain your best estimate when identifying a
mineral).

Cleavage
A mineral response to breakage is what is called cleavage. Surfaces that break relatively easily
create a relatively flat surface often described as a cleavage face. These directions typically
represent planes between atoms where the bonds are the weakest. The quality of the cleavage is
often expressed as perfect, good, fair, or poor. Minerals that have no cleavage surfaces are said
to have fracture rather than cleavage. Quartz displays an excellent example of fracture, where
all surfaces are curved and irregular. Many minerals will have multiple cleavage directions, so
noting both the presence of cleavage and the number of cleavage directions can be important. In
this situation, breakage may often create similar-looking smaller fragments (See Figure 5).

Figure 5. Galena has three directions of perfect cleavage at right angles to each other, often
forming cubes upon breakage. Note how even the smaller fragments (example in circle) tend to
have this same square to cubic shape as the larger fragments.

User notes:
Cleavage, like color, is one of those properties that may be observed before one picks up a
specimen. When examining a specimen, look for flashes of light reflected off of planar surfaces
while rotating it; these are often cleavage surfaces. If the specimen consists of an aggregate of
grains, and most show at least one or more cleavage faces, you’re fairly safe to assume this
mineral has multiple good to perfect cleavage directions which might be all that is needed for the
identification process using several physical properties. See Figure 6 for some examples.

Figure 6. Muscovite (lower right, where the long axis of specimen is 4.9 inches) has one
direction of perfect cleavage, allowing it to peel off in thin sheets like paper. Calcite (lower left)
shows three directions of perfect cleavage, where the cleavage planes are not at right angles to
each other (forming the characteristic rhombohedral cleavage). Upper left is orthoclase, a type
of potassium feldspar with two directions of perfect to good cleavage not quite at 90° to each
other. This frequently gives the mineral a blocky appearance. Upper right is quartz, which has
no cleavage but instead conchoidal fracture.

Magnetism
Only a very limited group of minerals are truly magnetic. Magnetite is the most common and
best known of this group, and shows the strongest response to a magnet. Pyrrhotite and ilmenite
are two other iron-bearing magnetic minerals. Magnetic attraction can range from very strong,
like in magnetite, to fairly weak and difficult to detect with most magnets.
User notes:
A pencil magnet (shown in Figure 7 and available online or at the IMMG gift shop) is a
particularly useful tool to check magnetism because it is more sensitive than typical hobby store
disk-shaped magnets. The greater sensitivity is because the magnet can freely swing when held
vertically using the clip and exposed to a weaker magnetic field or a tiny magnetic grain.

Figure 7. Basalt, like this specimen from southern Idaho, often contains small grains of
magnetite. The pencil magnet is able to detect these, and indicates the presence of one because
the magnet is drawn away from vertical toward the specimen as shown. This same specimen
may draw the needle of a compass away from north and toward it when brought close together.

Reaction to dilute acid
This reaction is confined to the carbonate group of minerals, and thus is a limited but quite
useful physical property. The acid used is hydrochloric, and is the same as muriatic acid
commonly sold for the control of pH in swimming pools or etching concrete. It must be diluted
down to a 10% solution (1 part acid, 9 parts water) for our uses. [Follow all safely directions
shown on the muriatic acid bottle if you are mixing your own 10% solution. Full strength
muriatic acid is extremely corrosive and dangerous if improperly handled.] This 10% diluted
acid is the proper strength so that when applied to calcite (CaCO3), the acid effervesces freely,
but when applied to dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2) the fizzing is very slow and thus easily overlooked.
Most other carbonate minerals will effervesce only if first crushed to a powder.
User notes:
Most field geologists carry a small plastic bottle of dilute acid (as shown in Figure 8) along with
their other tools. Only one small drop of acid is needed to check for the presence of calcite;

avoid drowning the specimen. Using acid is a good test for the rock limestone, which is
composed primarily of calcite. In desert climates, however, white to gray calcium carbonate
(fine-grained calcite) is frequently found on rock surfaces and commonly called caliche. Be
aware that under those circumstances, it seems like everything fizzes but it’s just the surficial
caliche, not the underlying rock material.

Figure 8. A drop of dilute hydrochloric acid was applied to the front top part of this specimen,
resulting in fizzing where three large bubbles are visible within the circle. That quick acid
reaction, combined with the rhombohedral cleavage, confirms this specimen to be calcite.

